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SYNOPSIS
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The development of persistent symptoms following whiplash injury from a motor vehicle collision
is common and contributes substantially to societal and personal costs. The popular Quebec Task
Force classification system of whiplash-associated disorders (WADs) was meant to function as a
prognostic and intervention decision aid, but its usefulness has been questioned. Emerging
evidence highlights the heterogeneity of WAD by demonstrating physical and psychological
impairments that are unique to those who develop persistent symptoms. These impairments are not
recognized in the Quebec Task Force classification system. The purpose of this clinical
commentary is to describe an integrated model that focuses on how psychological and
neurobiological factors interact with, and are influenced by, existing personal and environmental
factors to contribute to the development of chronic WAD. The model has been developed through
more than 20 years of work in the field, consultation with experts, indepth synthesis of existing
evidence, and new evidence from the authors' own research programs. A subtheme is that a point
of convergence currently exists between the psychological, physiological, and social determinants
of health literature that can further explain the complex presentation of WAD. The new model is
proposed to orient future research toward more interdisciplinary efforts across nontraditional
fields, including data scientists and consumers, to clarify the WAD condition.
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Whiplash-associated disorder (WAD) is the most common outcome of noncatastrophic
motor vehicle collisions (MVCs).19,89 Of those experiencing WAD from an MVC, 20% to
50% will continue to report persistent interference in daily life 12 months later.19 The
economic burden from MVCs is disproportionately high, with annual costs of £3 billion in
the United Kingdom47 and an estimated $42 billion in the United States for nonfatal
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injuries.76 Neck pain of traumatic and nontraumatic origins is the fourth leading cause of
years lived with disability globally.72 Alarmingly, this was the exact rank for neck pain in
1990,73 suggesting that research in to the prevention and rehabilitation of neck pain over the
past 25 years has had little effect on its relative overall global burden.

Author Manuscript

The mechanisms that explain recovery from or persistence of WAD remain unclear. Existing
evidence has highlighted several predictors of the transition from acute to chronic WAD,
such as female sex, older age, higher initial self-rated pain intensity, higher disability, and a
host of cognitive factors (eg, fear, catastrophizing, low expectations for recovery).116,117,119
Interestingly, current evidence suggests that the mechanics of the event itself, such as speed
and direction of impact, awareness of impending collision, or airbag deployment, have little
to no effect on the postinjury course of recovery.117 As a result, the current thrust of
research in the field appears to be focused on posttraumatic affect and cognitions, with a
strong focus on the psyche.13,14,26,60,79,111,112 However, we argue that full understanding of
the mechanisms to explain the experience of WAD must go beyond implying that sufferers
are “thinking wrong.” It is our position that a reconceptualization of WAD as a multisystem
stress- and tissue-based interaction moderated by contextual factors is required to achieve a
better mechanistic understanding of patient-centered outcomes.

Author Manuscript

In the spirit ot established models,42,96,109,111,112 a new model is presented that respects
prior knowledge while proposing new pathways and interactions intended to propel the field
forward. This new model conceptualizes trauma as an event that is both potentially injurious
and distressing, influenced by existing vulnerabilities or resiliencies of the person and the
socioenvironmental context within which the person lives and functions. Central to the thesis
is that there is no single threshold of a “good” or “bad” reaction to trauma that can be
applied universally to all people; rather, it is only when the combination of individual
vulnerabilities and psychological and neurobiological processes exceeds a person-specific
threshold that a person is at risk of developing chronic WAD. The purpose of this paper is to
present the new model along with a comprehensive overview of existing evidence.

WHY IS A NEW MODEL NEEDED?

Author Manuscript

A new wad conceptualization feels particularly timely, as policy makers the world over
appear to struggle with how best to interpret and implement evidence (or lack thereof) for
WAD diagnosis and treatment. A new series of health care reforms in the United Kingdom,
for example, are explicitly designed to deincentivize WAD claims,110 suggesting a
presupposition that many claims are the result of exaggeration and secondary gain. We opine
that such reforms are premature, unlikely to result in overall reduced burden, and will
unfairly penalize injured people to the point of limiting their access to needed care and
justice.

PRIOR KNOWLEDGE
Pathoanatomical Lesions
Attempts to explain the PHEnomenon of chronic or persistent WAD are decades old.
Momentum in the search for pathoanatomical lesions increased toward the end of the 20th
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century.49,51,55,57,58,82,105 The facet joints enjoyed the greatest empirical support as
peripheral drivers of chronic WAD-related pain.4,5,64,65 In an oft-cited randomized trial,
Lord and colleagues66 found that of 54 patients with chronic WAD, 24 (44%) responded to a
medial branch block procedure intended to identify pain of primarily facetogenic origin.
Those respondents were randomized to a verum-versus-sham radiofrequency neurotomy
procedure (12 patients per arm). While both groups initially reported pain relief, the verum
group enjoyed significantly longer improvement.66 This led to a prevailing view that chronic
WAD was reducible to peripheral drivers. This study was followed by a secondary analysis
using psychological measures as the outcome.115 After excluding 7 of the 24 patients for
pain at more than 1 joint, 9 of the remaining 17 were pain free 3 months later, whereas 8
remained symptomatic. All 9 of those who reported being pain free and who initially
presented with psychopathology met the criteria for complete resolution of psychological
distress at the 3-month follow-up, while only 1 of the 8 with persistent pain reported the
same extent of resolution. These findings led the authors to opine that “the psychological
distress exhibited by these patients was a consequence of the chronic somatic pain,”115 with
strong endorsement of the pathoanatomical model of chronic WAD. Despite the small
sample and lack of reproduction, this pair of papers has had considerable impact on the
practice of interventional medicine for chronic WAD.66,115 More recently, Smith and
colleagues94,95 used a robust set of secondary outcomes in a noncontrolled observational
cohort study (n = 46) to find similar temporal relationships between concomitant reduction
(and subsequent return) of chronic WAD-related pain and psychological distress.95 While it
is difficult to draw definitive conclusions from a small body of knowledge, the existing data
suggest that 40% to 45% of people with chronic WAD may indeed have symptoms
originating from a peripheral articular lesion and that, in some, these painful lesions may
cause affective distress. Assuming these results are generalizable, this suggests that
peripheral drivers (termed tissue in the new model) may explain persistent symptoms in at
least a subgroup of patients, which is worthy of clinical evaluation. But even under the best
conditions, it still leaves the majority without clear explanation or understanding of their
symptoms.
Other tissues targeted in the empirical search for a peripheral lesion (1995–2005) included
the upper cervical ligaments,50,55,56 the trigeminal nucleus,99 and tears in the dura mater
around the cord.45 While the published literature includes evidence in support of such
lesions, several have been subsequently refuted,74,75 and none have achieved the mantle of
“silver bullet lesion.” It has become clear that purely tissue-based models are unable to
satisfactorily explain the experience and presentation of WAD.

Author Manuscript

The Quebec Task Force Classification System
It was during this same decade (19952005) that the Quebec Task Force (QTF) published its
monograph on whiplash, presenting for the first time the term whiplash-associated disorder.
96 Reflecting the thinking of the time, the 5 WAD classifications (TABLE) were dependent
entirely on clinical signs, where the drivers of pain and related disability were implied to be
peripheral lesions. Here again, while there is some evidence that those with signs of
neurological involvement (WAD III) recover more slowly than those with only restricted
mobility (WAD II), and that both fare less well than those with only point tenderness (WAD
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I),119 consistent findings since then indicate that the QTF classification does not adequately
represent the heterogeneity of the condition.43,97 While the 5 broad WAD categories of the
QTF classification appear to be entrenched in the common lexicon of the field after 20 years,
refinement is clearly needed.
The Fear-Avoidance Model

Author Manuscript

Looking to the pain literature more broadly, a number of models have emerged to explain the
acute-to-chronic pain transition. Arguably the most well known is the fear-avoidance (FA)
model.60 The FA model proposes 2 possible pathways after the experience of injury and
pain: one driven by a lack of fear, active confrontation of pain, and resolu tion, and the other
driven by catastrophic thoughts about pain, fear, withdrawal, hypervigilance, disuse,
depression, disability, and more pain in a self-sustaining “vicious cycle.” This model can be
credited for considerable progress in chronic pain research, prompting clinicians and
researchers to acknowledge that the existence of chronic pain need not be verified through
observable peripheral lesions on diagnostic imaging. In some arenas, this model has
validated the experience of chronic pain, but an unfortunate side effect appears to be an
increasingly pervasive belief that chronic pain after injury is a condition of the weak willed
or misinformed.77,84

Author Manuscript

Despite its ubiquity, the unidirectional and causal nature of the FA model has been
challenged in recent years. Wideman and colleagues121 statistically refuted the sequential
nature of the model, but supported catastrophizing as an important predictive variable. Nieto
and colleagues79 used regression modeling to find that catastrophizing did predict disability
in a cross-sectional study of people with subacute WAD, but that the association was mediat
ed by fear of movement. Pedler and colleagues86 conducted longitudinal modeling to find
that fear of movement, posttraumatic stress symptoms, and sensory hypersensitivity
provided the best explanatory fit for a model predicting disability. Bousema and
colleagues11 explored the deconditioning hypothesis in a prospective sample with acu te low
back pain and found no consistent reduction in quantified metrics of physical condition in
those who failed to recover after 1 year. These and other findings generally support the
association of maladaptive cognitions and coping behaviors with subsequent disability, but a
causal relationship has yet to be clearly established.

Author Manuscript

One way to establish a cause-and-effect relationship is to demonstrate the reversibility of the
condition by cessation of exposure, such that removal of the cause should reduce the effect.
44 If negative affect or maladaptive cognitions directly cause the development of chronic
pain, then interventions to improve those factors should result in better outcomes. To this
end, however, the evidence has been equivocal. Jull and colleagues48 conducted a 12-month
pragmatic randomized controlled trial for individuals with acute WAD that included an early
psychological intervention in those with high posttraumatic distress, but found that it
provided no added statistical benefit compared to a usual-care control condition. Lamb and
colleagues59 also conducted a large pragmatic trial that included cognitively informed
physical therapy compared wi th a single session of advice and education and found no
meaningful difference in long-term outcomes. Collectively, the current state of knowledge
appears to support a hypothesis that can be simplified to state that those who rate their
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experience as more terrible in the acute posttraumatic phase are more likely to continue to
rate the experience as terrible when followed up, but the mechanisms to explain this
transition (beyond a propensity to circle high numbers on a questionnaire) remain a mystery.
Notable by their absence in the FA model are “diatheses,” defined as specific pre-existing
vulnerabilities that influence the individual reaction to pain, stress, or illness. The FA model
starts at the event (injury), which, while elegant in its simplicity, may oversimplify the
mechanisms of post-WAD trajectories. For this, we turn to Turk’s diathesis-stress model of
chronic pain development109 to arrive at a more holistic model from which to develop new
research questions.

DIATHESIS-STRESS MODEL
Author Manuscript

Dlathesis is a tendency to suffer from a particular medical condition. Turk’s diathesis-stress
model of chronic pain109 represents a useful additional consideration for a refined WAD
model, suggesting that all people who experience trauma do so through a personal and
contextual background that provides either protection from or vulnerability to the experience
and subsequent development of persistent pain. The “diatheses” in Turk’s model were again
largely psychological (eg, the injured person’s anxiety sensitivity, or a tendency to
catastrophize over the symptoms of anxiety) and have received some empirical support in
patients postsurgery.67 While psychological reaction is important, we believe that distress
should be considered from both psychological and physiological perspectives. Germane to
this thesis is a perspective that the experience of an MVC is a unique stressor in adult life
that deserves specific attention.

Author Manuscript

A NEW INTEGRATED MODEL
The FIGURE presents our new integrated, biopsychosocial model describing potential
mechanisms for the onset and maintenance of persistent pain and disability following acute
trauma (eg, MVC). Readers will note both similarities and differences between this new
model and the original FA model.111,112 In the new model, both physiological and social/
contextual variables have been included, and the dependence on physical deconditioning as a
prerequisite for chronic pain and disability has been removed.

Author Manuscript

The model still posits 2 different trajectories on which an individual may travel following a
traumatic event, but in this proposed model these trajectories are not fixed. A large
bidirectional arrow allows those initially on an unfavorable trajectory to shift toward a more
favorable one, and vice versa (FIGURE). Importantly, the model shifts from a focus on
cognitive processes and behaviors of confrontation versus avoidance to a more holistic view
of health and wellness that includes individual diathetic factors.
Diatheses in the New Model
Genetics, diet, exercise history, and prior injury or trauma likely all interact to affect the
health of tissues, making them more or less resilient to rapid loading, such as that
experienced during an MVC event. Psychological diatheses would include Turk’s
example109 of anxiety sensitivity as a trait of the individual, and could also include
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propensity to catastrophize about pain (a phenomenon that may be conceptualized as a s
table trait of the person or as a reaction to pain101,113) and preinjury emotional status or
psychopathology, such as pre-existing depression, anxiety, or related mental health
disorders. Genetic diatheses in this context could include a growing list of polymorphisms
that affect tissue health, stress reactivity, immune and inflammatory function, and
vulnerability to new-onset psychopathology that continue to be identified, recognized, and
defined.8,9,61,62,68,69 As examples directly relevant to this model, catechol-Omethyltransferase, an enzyme responsible for catabolizing catecholamines, and FK506
binding protein 5, a glucocorticoid receptor chaperone protein, have demonstrated robust
associations with the magnitude and persistence of pain and distress following whiplash
injury.9,69 The position that some people are more genetically vulnerable to pain and distress
from trauma is new and potentially dangerous for insurance consumers, so we do not wish to
prematurely endorse such findings as fact, as causation has yet to be firmly established.
While genetics has been introduced into our model, it is with a strong caveat that
considerable work remains to be done to establish its role and effects.

Author Manuscript

Context is important both from a perspective of reaction to stress and trauma and because
the most common outcome of interest is patient reporting, an interpersonal transaction that
necessitates inclusion of contextual variables. These variables include prevailing cultural
beliefs about the experience and expression of pain and suffering,10,36,38,78 the medicolegal
context within which the injury occurs,21,37,85 the quality of social support,90 and other life
stressors (both recent and earlier in life).15 Importantly, the extent to which these factors are
either resiliencies or vulnerabilities likely varies by context, such that they may be a
vulnerability under one condition and protective under another.1 Take, for example, auto
insurance coverage as a factor: adequate financial means to afford appropriate insurance
coverage provided (or perceived to be provided) under a supportive client-insurer
relationship may facilitate the patient’s resumption of a satisfactory life trajectory. Yet under
a different context, such as inadequate insurance coverage with a real or perceived
adversarial client-insurer relationship, this factor may function as more of a risk than a
protector. These interactive effects cannot be ignored and may explain the failings of prior
models to identify universal risk/vulnerability factors, because most are likely person and
context dependent.
Trauma as a Stressor or "Trigger" of the Process

Author Manuscript

In our model (FIGURE), the trauma is conceptualized as the stressor or trigger that leads to
a cascade of physiological and psychological events. Squealing tires, breaking glass, sudden
chaos, fear for the safety of oneself and others, personal injury, confrontation, and a series of
events that include communicating with unfamiliar entities (tow truck drivers, body shops,
emergency medical services, police, insurers, and possibly lawyers) all contribute to a
complex tapestry of social stressors from trauma.
Whiplash itself has been defined as a mechanism of energy transfer through the tissues of
the neck that is often beyond their capacity to dissipate.96 In this mechanism, some degree of
tissue damage is likely and expected, the magnitude of which could range from low-grade
sprain/strain of supporting soft tissues to complete tissue rupture, frank joint dislocation,
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bony fracture, or even spinal cord trauma.32,34,41,93 More recent emerging evidence suggests
that some of the sequelae of WAD may be explainable as a mild traumatic brain injury
(concussion).28 Regardless of the actual tissue(s) affected and the severity of injuries, such
damage should lead to a cascade of physiological processes intended to repair the related
tissues and restore physiological homeostasis. In our model, physiological and psychological
stressors interact within a broader context of individual diatheses to influence the experience
of acute trauma, pain, and recovery.

Author Manuscript

Unique to prior models, some degree of traumatic stress (here referred to as distress) is
considered normal and desirable, as new evidence on posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD)
has revealed that those with no acute response, those who exhibit flat affect and dissociation,
may be at equal or greater risk of psychopathology than those who exhibit an exaggerated
stress response,123 challenging the validity of the traditional empirical assumption of a linear
relationship between distress and outcomes. Accordingly, the right-sided path of this new
model (FIGURE) allows for an adaptive and appropriately transient stress response,
preparing the injured person for recovery rather than symptom persistence. Following the
acute stress reaction, the person mobilizes resources supporting resilience and adaptation in
the face of adversity, appropriately confronts the experience with adequate support, and
eventually resumes a satisfying life trajectory. Note an important presupposition here:
recovery, defined as a state of being identical to that held prior to the trauma, is not
automatically assumed. Rather, the conceptualization of recovery, as defined by Walton and
colleagues,118 focuses on satisfaction with perceived life trajectory, regardless of whether
that trajectory is identical to its pretrauma analog.

Author Manuscript
Author Manuscript

The left side of the model (FIGURE) is akin to the vicious cycle proposed in the original FA
model, but with additional considerations based on neurobiological evidence spanning the
past 15-plus years. The model starts with a distress response that is maladaptive and
dysregulated— including either exaggerated or blunted psychological and physiological
responses, both of which may interfere with the normal inflammatory and healing processes
of damaged tissue.40 Similarly, we have included in this initial st age a sense of unfairness or
victimization, social scrutiny, and threat to personal safety or self-agency. A parallel
pathway is also proposed here that describes subtle, but often unobserved, lesions to the
central nervous system that, when present, very likely interact with peripheral or
psychological mechanisms to facilitate symptom maintenance.32,34 The model then moves
through primary sequelae that are often cited as clinical components of the spectrum of
WAD: sensory hyperalgesia87 (local or widespread mechanical, thermal, acoustic, photic,
osmic), fear of pain or movement,2 cognitive interference,91 and impaired tissue health (eg,
muscle fatty infiltration, atrophy, reduced tensile strength).30,31,33,35 As the primary
sequelae persist, secondary sequelae emerge that include sensorimotor incongruence
(distorted body schema, disturbed proprioception, oculomotor and postural deficits),
withdrawal from valued life roles, a sense of isolation, hopelessness, hypervigilance toward
threat cues, and obstruction of a satisfying life trajectory. Dissociation has been included
here as a potential alternative to hypervigilance.92 As these secondary sequelae persist,
theory and empiricism suggest that they are precursors to nonacceptance or
nonconfrontation (possibly exhibited through “doctor shopping” or other such behaviors), a
sense of personal self-discrepancy (I think I’m a strong, trustworthy person, but am I?),
J Orthop Sports Phys Ther. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2020 July 10.
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diagnosable psychopathology (depression, PTSD),22,120 and hence a propensity to perceive
and express greater disability. The vicious cycle continues until it is broken by appropriate
support and intervention.

INTEGRATION OF RECENT AND EMERGING EVIDENCE
The purpose of this section is to provide an in-depth, but not exhaustive, narrative overview
of how and why different components have been included in our proposed model.

Author Manuscript

The biomechanics held provides ample evidence supporting a link between collision
parameters and potential for tissue damage46,119 that is likely to be further informed as
“hard” collision data (eg, through vehicle event data recorders, dashboard-mounted cameras,
Global Positioning System tracking, smartphone sensors, and other such technologies)
become more accessible. While these collision and biomechanical factors have yet to be
consistently associated with clinical outcomes, there can be little argument that for many
people the experience of being involved in a road traffic collision (in particular, being an
occupant in the vehicle that is struck) is a significant stressor80 that in our model initiates the
cascade of subsequent events.

Author Manuscript

The stress response systems m humans are highly complex, integrated, and operate largely
through feedback loops intended to protect the organism from further harm and, where
necessary, prepare for vital survival strategies (eg, flight/fight/freeze). The unfavorable
pathway in our model starts with a dysregulated or maladaptive s tress response. Tire
mechanisms of such may be genetic,9,69 or may be related to conditioning through prior life
experience.123 Recent work has revealed that a perception of being the victim of
injustice102,103 or anger management/expression style12,16 is associated with the experience
and/or expression of pain and disability that can be included at this stage. The parallel
pathway indicating possible involvement of the central nervous system comes from
emerging evidence that WAD shares many clinical and lab-based characteristics with either
mild traumatic brain injury28 or subclinical damage to spinal white matter tracts32,93 in at
least a discrete number of patients. This offers a potential alternative biological pathway for
the persistence of WAD symptoms that is independent of (but likely in teracts with) the
personal stress reaction.

Author Manuscript

While the signs and symptoms associated with WAD are diverse and at times confusing, the
model posits potential explanatory pathways that may demystify many of the more
mysterious clinical presentations. Sensory hypersensitivity has become a recognized sequela
of WAD.98 Several biomarkers of stress system activity, including cortisol,83 serotonin,88
and brain-derived neurotrophic factor,124 have been associated with increased sensitivity to
different stimuli, representing possible explanatory pathways between s tress and
hypersensitivity. Similarly, sensory processing dysfunction (eg, light, odor, sound) is a
common symptom following concussion,6,18,23 and as evidence of damage to the sensory
(and motor) tracts of the cervical cord continues to emerge,25 in some patients,32 central
tract damage, with or without maladaptive stress responses, could explain this local or
widespread mul timodal sensory hypersensitivity.
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Cognitive interference (eg, impaired concentration, memory, and higher-order functioning)
is also part of the spectrum of WAD.96 The mechanisms driving these phenomena have
remained unclear, but it is worth noting that they have also been associated with concussion,
29 hypercortisolism,71 chronic stress,7 and PTSD,39 offering some possible insights into
convergence across these related conditions and potential mechanistic pathways. Fear (of
movement, pain, or the unknown) rounds out the reactions in this primary sequela stage.
This is supported by the findings by Kamper and colleagues,52 who de termined that fear of
movement, as measured by the Tampa Scale of Kinesiophobia, could explain 41% of the
association between initial pain and 3-month disability following WAD.

Author Manuscript

Evidence to support the secondary sequelae in WAD is mixed. Sensorimotor incongruence
appears to be common in persis tent WAD, such as greater joint position error,106,108,122
more difficulty maintaining static postures,107 and dizziness and nausea,108 but information
on the underlying mechanisms is only starting to emerge. The most likely candidates appear
to be the cervical proprioceptive afferents,24 though it is too early to exclude the possibility
of damage to the vestibular apparatus or mild traumatic brain injury as a result of the event.
Withdrawal from physical activity or social interaction has been described in chronic pain
conditions,114 as has a preoccupation with, or hypervigilance toward, bodily sensations that
may indicate harm or threat.3 Concurrent experiences include a sense of isolation and
experiences of stigma from others27 that represent threats to personal self-identity.27 We
urge caution here in assigning blame to the injured person in this regard; a possible
mechanism for such preoccupation could be the frequent and recurrent assessments and
evaluations to which people with persistent WAD are subjected, especially when their
symptoms cannot be explained by traditional biomedical conceptualizations.

Author Manuscript

These incongruences, whether cognitive or somatic (mismatch between perception and
reality of body), occur alongside a sense of obstruction of life trajectory and sense of
nonrecovery or dissatisfaction with self. Temporally, hopelessness for a future that seems no
longer within reach may manifest in depression,63 while dissociation or hypervigilance may
function as precursors for anxiety disorders or PTSD.81 Depression, chronic pain, PTSD,
and other such conditions have long been associated with hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
axis dysregulation,100,104 sense of threat or victimization,70 and disturbed sleep,20,53 and so
the cycle continues.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

Author Manuscript

We have presented an expanded stress-diathesis model of chronic WAD development that
includes biological, psychological, and social considerations and allows each to interact in
forming the individual response to trauma and clinical presentation. In many instances, the
evidence is in its infancy, and in some cases has been refuted by other author groups.54 It has
been presented in such a way as to endorse possible causal pathways, yet to stop short of
nominating specific variables that should be explored, other than a few areas where the
evidence appears particularly compelling or promising (eg, hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal
axis activity, certain genetic polymorphisms, catastrophic thinking). A separate intention is
to combat a problematic but pervasive belief driven by what appears to be misinterpretation
of cognitive models: that the development of chronic pain is the fault of the patient who is
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thinking wrong about his or her condition. By endorsing the concept of diatheses, we
encourage recognition that no two people will respond in the exact same way to a traumatic
event. Whether those reactions be driven by the experience of trauma itself, genetics,
damage to key structures, prior life experiences, prevailing cultural beliefs and pressures, or
(more likely) some contribution from all of these, researchers in the field are encouraged to
work across traditional academic boundaries to find points of convergence that can start to
unravel what continues to be a burdensome and recalcitrant problem. This will require
innovation in research design and very likely a shift away from traditional randomized trials
that assume equal representation of important personal factors in 2 or more treatment arms.
Pragmatic trials are one means forward as a promising approach to bridge research and
clinical practice.17 Even more promising is the emergence of big data and neural networks,
requiring clinical researchers to collaborate with data scientists to improve predictive models
that can identify potentially important interaction effects. Similarly, our model should lend
greater support for “N of 1” or even qualitative research designs that can uncover potentially
important patient-level factors that cannot be identified in large group mean data. An
additional challenge, put forth to clinicians and policy makers, is to focus on the individual
patient rather than on results of population-level or group mean data when making individual
patient decisions. In an era of a fully mapped human genome, cloud computing and big data,
advancing artificial intelligence, and personalized medicine, it remains surprising that many
in the field continue to expect a direct association between the speed of the colliding vehicle
and the magnitude of symptoms on presentation. We hope presentation of this new expanded
model will usher in a new era of interdisciplinary, personalized approaches to meeting the
challenge of WAD.
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FIGURE.

An integrated biopsychosocial model describing potential mechanisms for the onset and
maintenance of persistent pain and disability following acute trauma. Abbreviations: CNS,
central nervous system; MVC, motor vehicle collision; PTSD, posttraumatic stress disorder.
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• No physical signs of dysfunction
• No complaints of pain

• No physical signs of dysfunction
• Complaints of neck pain/tenderness

• Musculoskeletal signs and symptoms
• Complaints of neck pain/tenderness

• Neurological signs and symptoms
• Musculoskeletal signs and symptoms
• Complaints of pain, often radiating into and down the arm

• Fracture or dislocation (revealed by radiographic studies)
• Complaints of pain

WAD 0

WAD I

WAD II

WAD III

WAD IV

Abbreviations: QTF, Quebec Task Force; WAD, whiplash-associated disorder.

Symptoms

QTF Grade
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